Programme

Wednesday, 7 November
19:00 Opening Ceremony of the Leipzig denkmal and MUTEC Trade Fairs
Paulinum-Aula / Universitätskirche St. Pauli, 04109 Leipzig (only for invited guests)

Thursday, 8 November
Congress Center Leipzig (CCL), Leipzig exhibition grounds and trade fair halls
9:00 Opening of Congress Center Leipzig (CCL): Registration of participants
10:00 Opening Section
Welcome
- Alexander Kudryavtsev (ICOMOS Russia, President)
- Leonid Kondrashev (Deputy Head of the Moscow Heritage Department)
- Jörg Haspel (ICOMOS Germany, President)
- S. Enders / C. P. Echter (ICOMOS Shared Built Heritage)

Signing of a Letter of Intent “Sharing Heritage – Sharing Responsibility” on Mutual Consultation and Cooperation between ICOMOS Germany and ICOMOS Russia

Introduction

Dimitrij Davydov (ICOMOS Germany): “Very old and unusual”. Origin and Evolution of the Term “Monument” in German and Russian Legislation

11:00 Section 1: Archaeology of Contemporary History – Difficult Inheritance?
Co-Chairs: Leonid Beliaev (Russian Academy of Science) and Stefan Winghart (ICOMOS Germany)
Asya V. Engovatova (Institute of Archaeology of RAS of Science, Moscow): Forensic Archaeology in the Russian Federation

Karin Wagner (Landesdenkmalamt Berlin): Archaeological Monuments and Finds of WW II and of the Cold War in Berlin

Waltraud Kofler Engl (ICOMOS Germany / Italy): Archaeology of World War I in the Alpine Region

Klaus Pilschel (Hamburg): The Language of the Dead – Genocide, Forensic Medicine and Archaeology

12:30 – 14:00 Break – Visit of the Leipzig trade fairs denkmal and MUTEC

14:00 Section 2: Landmarks of Structural Engineering – Tower Constructions
Co-Chairs: Liudmila Buzina (Institute of World Heritage Russia, Moscow) and Christoph Rauhut (ICOMOS Germany, Berlin)
Alexander Kudryavtsev (ICOMOS Russia): Repairing and Retrofitting Lattice Shell and Tower Structures by V. G. Suchov
Berthold Burkhardt (ICOMOS Germany): The Stuttgart Television Tower – a Monument to Architecture and the Art of Civil Engineering
Charlotte Nys (Belgium): The Atomium of Brussels – “irreparably improved”?

15:30 – 16:00 Break

16:00 Section 3: Modern Green Heritage – Historic Gardens and Landscapes
Co-Chairs: Jörg Haspel (ICOMOS Germany / ISC 20C) and Liudmila Buzina (Institute of World Heritage Russia)

Nikolay Pereslegin (Russia, bureau Kleinewelt Architekten, Moscow): Restoration and Valorisation of Post-war Parks and Public Green


Klaus Lingenauber (ICOMOS Germany / ICOMOS IFLA): Post-war Green Spaces – Recent Restoration and Upgrading Projects in Germany

Friday, 9 November
Congress Center Leipzig (CCL), Leipzig exhibition grounds and trade fair halls
9:00 Opening of Congress Center Leipzig (CCL)
10:00 Section 4: Retrofitting and Restoring Modern Architectural Heritage
Co-Chairs: Sigrid Brandt (ICOMOS Germany) and Alexey Ginzburg (ICOMOS Russia, Moscow)

Steffen Obermann (ICOMOS Germany): Do Modern Materials Need a New Conservation Approach? Attempts to Restore Sandwich Panels, Polyurethane Foam and Shotcrete

Sanja Horvatičić (Croatia, Institute of Art History Zagreb): Between High Politics and New Models of Local Heritage Management: Rebuilding Yugoslav Memorial Sites “from below”


12:00 – 13:30 Break – Visit of the Leipzig trade fairs denkmal and MUTEC
13:30 Section 5: Restoration and Conservation of Modern Works of Art and Memorials

Co-Chairs: Alexander Kudryavtsev (ICOMOS Russia) and Ursula Schädler-Saub (ICOMOS Germany)

Yulia Loginova (Department of Cultural Heritage of Moscow): In restauro – Mural Paintings and Architectural Sculptures at the All-Russian Exhibition Ground of Economic Achievements in Moscow (VDNKh – ВДНХ)

Holger Reinhardt (Association of State Curators of the Federal Republic of Germany): Restoring Post-war Art in Thuringia – Current Examples of Restoration

Emilia Kaleva and Aneta Vasileva (ICOMOS Bulgaria / ISC 20C): “Unity, Creativity, Beauty” – About the Decline and Survival of the Post-War Memorials in Bulgaria

Barbara Ferriani (ICOMOS Italy): Enduring and Ephemeral Monuments – How to Conserve them

15:30 Words of Thanks and Closing Remarks

16:00 Departure Time